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Sr.
No.

Post/Subiects No, of
Posts Qualilications

1. Librarian 01 Open

1 rmation Science /
ree with at least 55%

ntarks (or an equivalent grade in a point scale wherever grading tf,t:i lt,
followeiJ and i consist6ntly good academic 1s6e1i with knowledge ot

computerization of library.
quafi6ring in the nationai level test conducted for the purpose by the UGC

or any other agency approved by the U

However, candidates, who are or h
accordance with the "University Gran

and procedure for Award of Ph'D'

exempted from tlre requirement of t
NET/SLET/SET for recruitment and a

Librarian or equivalent positigns

2

Note:

1. A minimum of 55% marks for an equivalent grade in a point-scale, wherever the grading system is followed) at the

Master's level shall be the essentiaiqualiffcation for direct remuitment of teacheis and other equivalent cadres at

any level,
a. A relaxatio n af So/o shall be allowed at the Bachelor's as well as at the Master's level for the candidates belonging to

Scheduled caste/scheduled Differently- abled (a)

Blindness and low vision; [bJ cerebra] palsy, leprosy
cured, dwarfism, acid-attack bility, specific learning
disability and mental illness to [d) including deaf'
blindnessl for the purpose of eligibility and assessing good academic record for direct recruitment, The eligibiliry
marks oF 55% marks [or an equivalent grade in a point scale wherever the grading system is followed) and the
relaxation of 50/o to the categories mentioned above are permissible, based only on the qualifying marks without
including any grace mark procedure,

2. A relaxation of 5% shall be provided, (from 55% to 500/o of the marks) to the Ph.D. Degree holders who have
obtained their Master's Degree prior to19 September, 1991,

3. A relevant grade which is regarded as equivalent of 550/0, wherever the grading system is followed by a recognized
university, at the Master's Ievel shall also be considered valid.

4. For the open posts candidates from backward classes as well as physically challenged persons can also apply.
5' The reservation for women and physically challenged persons shall b e as per the Govt. of Maharashtra rulis.

Pay Scale: As per the U.G.C and the State Covernment,

Mode of aoolications:
t' Duly qualified candidate shall apply on a plain paper giving complete Bio-data enclosing therewith certified copies

oJ^the certificates/mark'sheets so as to reach the Presideni ofthe Trust, on the above .Idr.r, within 21 days from
Lne o e advertisement

2' i::j ed shall applv th hannel and shall submft 'NO oBJECTION cERTtFrcATE,lrom alongwith the ap so bring the same at the time of interview.
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